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Abstract— The popularity of steel bridge is increasing in 

these days due to its advantages. Road–rail bridges are 

bridges shared by road and rail lines. Road and rail may be 

segregated so that trains may operate at the same time as cars 

.The rail track can be above the roadway or vice versa with 

truss bridges. Road and rail may share the same carriageway 

so that road traffic must stop when the trains operate or 

operate together like a tram in a street. Track gauge is the 

spacing of the rails on a railway track and is measured 

between the inner faces of the load-bearing rails. The study 

of this paper is the manually design of Railway-road bridge 

in case of broad gauge and meter gauge track. The 

comparative parameter of the study is Load, Shear Force and 

bending moment. The study reveals that the Meter gauge 

railway track has less load, Shear Force and bending moment 

as compare to broad gauge railway track. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A structure built to span and provide passage over a river, 

road or any other physical hurdle are known as bridge. Girder 

Bridge is the most natural and simplest form of bridging 

between two points. The span length and site conditions often 

dictate the type of bridge that can be feasible at a given site. 

There are physical and economic limitations, and a bridge 

selection process often starts by considering a simple culvert, 

progressing to a slab or girder system, and ultimately 

evolving to truss and other more complex system if they 

needed. The bridge design phase is the most fascinating and 

most difficult task for an experienced senior engineer. The 

bridge is complex structure that introduces into surrounding 

landscape relevant variations, dealing with number of 

specialist fields: for example, hydraulic, geotechnical, 

landscaping, structural, architectural and economic. For this 

reason, before starting the design of a bridge, a concept 

should be developed, with the realization of a scaled model. 

There is various type of loads act on bridge such as self- 

weight of structural elements, self-weight of non-structural 

elements, traffic loads, wind loads, earthquake loads, the 

bridge in which entire superstructure is made of steel can be 

referred to as a steel bridge, in the steel bridge deck is also a 

steel structure. The weight of steel deck is around one-third 

the weight of a concrete deck, but its cost is around twice as 

much. The composite bridge is more popular because they 

have some advantage of steel bridge and some advantage of 

concrete bridge. The analysis of bridge should be based upon 

calculation models of the structure that are appropriate for the 

limit state design consideration. The calculation model and 

basic assumptions for the calculations should reflect the 

structural behavior at the relevant limit state with appropriate 

accuracy and reflect the anticipated type of the cross sections, 

members, joints, and bearing. Types of bridge  

A. Type of Bridge 

 Highway Bridge: Highway Bridge is used for road 

transportation. These are constructed over rivers or 

another route to allow road way traffic. Girder type 

bridges are used as Highway Bridge over rivers or canals. 

 Railway Bridge: Rail bridges are constructed for rail 

transportation. Truss type bridges are generally used for 

railways and reinforced concrete cement bridges are also 

used.  

 Combined highway and railway bridge: This type of 

bridge is useful for both roadway and railway transport. 

It may be of one floor or two floors. If one floor is there 

then, rail and road way are arranged side by side. 

Otherwise roadway on top deck and railway in bottom 

deck is preferred. 

 Foot over bridge: Foot Bridge is generally constructed 

for humans to cross the roads or rail route or any canal 

by foot. Vehicles are not allowed in this bridge.  

According to the floor, the bridge is classified as 

 Deck Bridge: in the deck type bridge, floor of bridge is 

positioned in between the flood level and formation 

level. 

 Deck type plate Girder Bridge: In this the floor is placed 

on the top flanges. 

 Deck type truss Girder Bridge:  In this type the floor is 

placed on top chords. 

 Through type bridge: In this type the floor is supported 

on the bottom of the main load carrying members. 

 Through type plate girder bridge: The floor is supported 

on bottom flanges. 

 Through type truss girder bridge: the floor is supported 

on bottom chords. 

 Half through Type Bridge: In between the top and 

bottom of the main load carrying members the floor is 

laid floor. In this type of bridge load carrying member’s 

project above the floor level and over bracing is not 

provided. 

According to span, bridge is classified as 

 Simple bridge: simple bridge is simply supported beam 

type which consist two supports at its ends. For shorter 

spans, simple bridges are suitable. 

 Continuous bridge: if the bridge span is very long, then 

we have to build more supports in between end supports. 

This type of bridge is termed as continuous bridge. 

 Cantilever bridge: cantilever type of bridge has only 

supported at one end and another end is free to space. 

Generally, two cantilever portions are joined to make 

way to the vehicles. 

 Deck: A bridge deck or road bed is the roadway, or the 

pedestrian walkway, surface of a bridge; it is the 

structural element of the superstructure of a bridge. 
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 Stock rails: the stock rails are the rails which the switch 

point rails lay against when in the closed position. The 

stock rails that are machined, drilled and bent as required 

suiting the design of the switch point rails. 

 Guard rails: the guard rails are placed parallel to regular 

running rail along areas of restrictive clearance, such as 

a bridge, trestle, or tunnel. These have the effect of 

keeping the wheels of rolling stock in alignment in case 

of derailment. It also helps to minimize damage to the 

structure and allow easier post-accident cleanup. 

 Sleepers: the member which are laid transverse to the 

rails, to support the rails and to transfer the loads from 

rails to the ballast, are called sleepers. 

 Broad gauge: broad gauge railways use a track 

gauge (distance between the rails) greater than 

the 1,435 mm (4 ft. 8 1⁄2 in) standard gauge. 

 Meter gauge: A meter gauge railway is a narrow-

gauge railway with a track gauge of 1,000 mm (3 ft. 

3 3⁄8 in).  

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The aim or objectives of the paper are 

 To design the Railway road bridge 

 To compare the result of design for different gauge  

III. DESIGNING DATA OF BRIDGE 

Design a deck type plate girder bridge, for the following data: 

1) For Broad Gauge 

2) For Meter Gauge 

 Effective span: 24m 

 Spacing of plate girder: 1.9m c/c 

 Weight of stock rails: 440 N/m 

 Weight of guard rails: 260 N/m 

 Weight of fastening: 280 N/m of track 

 Size of sleeper: 2.8m X 250mm X 150mm @ 0.4m c/c 

 Density of timber: 7.4 KN/m3 

 Permissible stresses as per railway steel bridge code. 

A. Calculation for Broad Gauge 

1) Calculation of dead load 

Dead load on plate girder exclusive it’s self-weight = 75.71 

KN/m 

The self-weight of plate girder = 6.05 KN/m  

2) Calculation of maximum bending moment 

Maximum bending moment = 5411.52 KN-m 

3) Calculation of maximum shear force 

Maximum shear force = 981.12 KN 

4) Approximate depth of plate girder 

𝑑 = 𝑘 [
1.5𝑋𝐵𝑀

𝑓𝑦
]

0.33

 

d = 1500 mm & = 12 mm 

5) Calculation of size of flange plate 

𝐴𝐹 =
𝑀𝛾𝑚0

𝑑 × 𝑓𝑦
 

bf= 500 mm & tf = 50 mm 

Size of flange plate = 500mmX50mm 

Total depth (D) = 1600 mm 

6) Section classification 

As per IS 800:2007, table 2 (clauses 3.7.2 & 3.7.4) 

𝑏

𝑡𝑓
 = 4.88&𝜀 = √

𝑓𝑦

250
 

4.88<8.4 

Hence section is plastic 

7) Check for moment carrying capacity: 

As per IS 800:2007 (clause 8.2.1.2) 

𝑀𝑑= 
𝑧𝑝𝑓𝑦𝛽𝑏

𝛾𝑚𝑜
 

8806.81 KN-m > 5411.52 KN-m 

Hence ok. 

8) Check for web capacity: 

As per IS 800:2007 (clause 8.4.1) 

𝑉  <
𝐴𝑣𝑓𝑦𝑤

√3𝛾𝑚0
 

2362 KN > 981.12 KN 

Hence it is safe. 

9) Check for shear buckling strength: 

As per IS 800:2007 (clause 8.4.2.2) 

𝜏𝑐𝑟= 
𝑐𝑟

2


(12)(1−2)(
𝑑

𝑡𝑤
)

2 

𝜆𝑤= √
𝑓𝑦𝑤

√3 ×𝜏𝑐𝑟
 

𝜏𝑏= 
𝑓𝑦𝑤

√3 (𝜆𝑤)2 

𝑉𝑐𝑟= Av𝜏𝑏  

𝑉𝑐𝑟= 1112.94 KN > 981.12 KN 

B. Calculation for Meter Gauge 

1) Calculation of dead load 

Dead load on plate girder exclusive its self- weight =53.97 

KN/m 

Self-weight of plate girder = 4.32 KN/m 

2) Calculation of maximum bending moment 

Maximum bending moment = 3897.36 KN/m 

3) Calculation of maximum shear force: 

Maximum shear force = 700 KN 

4) Approximate depth of plate girder 

𝑑 = 𝑘 [
1.5𝑋𝐵𝑀

𝑓𝑦
]

0.33

 

d = 1400 mm &𝑡𝑤= 12 mm 

5) Calculation of size of flange plate 

𝐴𝐹 =
𝑀𝛾𝑚0

𝑑 × 𝑓𝑦
 

𝑏𝑓= 470 mm &𝑡𝑓= 40 mm 

Size of flange plate = 470mmX40mm 

Total depth of plate girder (D) = 1480 mm 

6) Section classification 

As per IS 800:2007, table 2 (clauses 3.7.2 & 3.7.4) 

𝑏

𝑡𝑓
 = 5.725&𝜀 = √

𝑓𝑦

250
 

5.725 < 8.4 

Hence section is plastic. 

7) Check for moment carrying capacity: 

As per IS 800:2007 (clause 8.2.1.2) 

𝑀𝑑= 
𝑧𝑝𝑓𝑦𝛽𝑏

𝛾𝑚𝑜
 

𝑀𝑑= 6152.27 KN-m > 3897.36 KN-m 

8) Check for web capacity 

As per IS 800:2007 (clause 8.4.1) 

𝑉 <
𝐴𝑣𝑓𝑦𝑤

√3𝛾𝑚0
 

V = 2204.5 KN > 700 KN 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Track_gauge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Track_gauge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_gauge
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Hence ok. 

9) Check for shear buckling strength 

As per IS 800:2007 (clause 8.4.2.2) 

𝜏𝑐𝑟  = 
𝑐𝑟

2


(12)(1−2)(
𝑑

𝑡𝑤
)

2 

𝜆𝑤 = √
𝑓𝑦𝑤

√3 ×𝜏𝑐𝑟
 

𝜏𝑏= 
𝑓𝑦𝑤

√3 (𝜆𝑤)2 

𝑉𝑐𝑟= Av𝜏𝑏  

Vcr= 1185.74 KN > 700 KN 

Hence ok. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Type Broad gauge Meter gauge 

Dead load 81.76 KN/m 58.29 KN/m 

Maximum BM 5411.52 KN-m 3897.36 KN-m 

Maximum SF 981.12 KN 700 KN 

Depth(d) 1500 mm 1400 mm 

Width of flange(bf) 500 mm 470 mm 

Thickness of 

flange(tf) 
50 mm 40 mm 

Table 1: Comparison between broad gauge and meter gauge 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison Graph of Dead load between Broad 

gauge and Meter Gauge Track 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison Graph of Shear Force between Broad 

gauge and Meter Gauge Track 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison Graph of bending moment between 

Broad gauge and Meter Gauge Track 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The following are the conclusion of the paper: 

 Load is 28.70% less in meter gauge as compare to broad 

gauge for the same designing data. 

 Bending Moment is 27.98% less in meter gauge as 

compare to broad gauge for the same numerical data. 

 Shear force is 28.65% less in meter gauge as compare to 

broad gauge for the same numerical data. 
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